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ABSTRACT 

To achieve the areal density goal in hard disk drives of 1 Tbit/in2 the minimum 

physical spacing or flying height (FH) between the read/write element and disk must be 

reduced to ~2 nm. A brief review of several FH adjustment schemes is first presented and 

discussed. An ABS design, Scorpion IV, for a FH control slider with a piezoelectric 

nanoactuator is proposed to achieve virtually 100 percent actuation efficiency (defined as the 

ratio of the FH reduction to the stroke). A numerical study was conducted to investigate both 

the static and dynamic performances of the Scorpion IV slider, such as uniformity of gap FH 

with near-zero roll over the entire disk, ultrahigh roll stiffness and damping, low nanoscale 

adhesion forces, uniform FH track-seeking motion, dynamic load/unload and FH modulation 

(FHM). Scorpion IV was found to exhibit an overall enhancement in performance, compared 

with several conventional ABS designs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

As the spacing between the slider and the disk decreases in hard disk drives, the linear 

bit spacing of the magnetic recording can decrease, resulting in a higher areal density. 

According to the Wallace spacing loss equation the magnetic signal increases exponentially 

as the distance decreases between the magnetic media and the transducer. The maximum 

magnetic signal can be obtained at a mechanical spacing of zero, resulting in a contact 

recording scheme. However, there are trade-offs between reducing the bouncing vibration 

and wear in such systems [1]. Another significant concern is the thermal stability of both the 

media and GMR sensors. The read-back signal of GMR sensors can be significantly affected 

by thermal influences since their electrical resistance is temperature dependent. Continuous 

high-speed contact generates excessive heat, which undermines the recording performance. 

Also, the air bearing shear force and friction caused by slider-disk contact may affect the 

tracking ability of these sliders. The above issues have to be addressed before a reliable 

contact recording system can be realized. 

Instead of contact recording, we consider a flying scheme in which the nominal head-

media spacing (HMS) has to be reduced to 5 nm for an areal density of 1 Tbit/in2. This HMS 

includes a physical spacing (or gap flying height, gap FH) of 2.5 nm between the read/write 

element and the surface of the disk, the protective layers−slider and disk diamond-like-

carbon overcoats, and lubricants on the disk. A stable and constant gap FH must also be 

sustained in the presence of altitude and temperature changes, manufacturing tolerance, and 

track-seeking motion. Furthermore, slider disk contacts must be avoided during load/unload 

processes and operational shocks. The dynamic instability caused by FH modulations 

(FHMs) and nanoscale adhesion forces, such as electrostatic and intermolecular forces should 
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be minimized. Those challenges make a conventional air bearing surface (ABS) slider an 

unlikely choice for 1 Tbit/in2. One potential solution is a FH adjustment or controlled slider 

that is capable of adjusting its gap FH. Table I summarizes the challenges of the head-disk-

interface (HDI) for ultrahigh density recording and potential solutions provided by a FH 

control slider. Several approaches have been reported for FH adjustment or control as shown 

in Table II [2]-[22]. They are categorized into five major principles of actuation with four 

different actuation mechanisms. The effect of air bearing coupling indicates whether one 

particular actuation is coupled with the air bearing. Such effect has to be minimized to 

increase the actuation efficiency (defined as the ratio of FH reduction to actuation stroke). 

Khanna et al. [11] in 1991 and then Zhang et al. [12] in 2005 reported a method of FH 

adjustment by bonding a bulk piezoelectric material on the backside of a slider body. The FH 

was adjusted by applying a voltage to the piezoelectric material and thereby changing the 

crown and/or camber of the slider body. The structure of such sliders is simpler and it is 

relatively easy to fabricate but the fact that the actuation is coupled with the air bearing 

significantly limits the actuation stroke and efficiency. Instead of piezoelectric materials, 

Dietzel et al. [13] used a microfabricated thermal actuator to deform the slider body. Besides 

the disadvantage of air bearing coupling, the power consumption was very high compared to 

the operating power of an HDD, especially for mobile applications. Another principle of 

actuation is to apply an electrostatic force in the HDI [18], [19] or to change the pattern of air 

flow by ducts and valves [20]. Besides the disadvantage of air bearing coupling, the former 

also significantly increases the risk of electrostatic discharge (ESD) across the interface and 

the latter has difficulty achieving a high resolution FH adjustment.  Another approach is to 

bond a layer of piezoelectric material to one side of the suspension and change the FH by 
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bending the suspension [21], [22]. Besides the strong coupling of the actuation and the air 

bearing, the bandwidth of actuation is limited by that of the suspension dynamics, which is 

much lower than that of the air bearing. Another concept of actuation is to drive the 

read/write elements so that they have relative displacement to the slider body. Due to the 

minute area that the read/write element occupies on the slider air bearing surface, the effect 

of air bearing coupling could be minimized. Chen et al. [17] designed a micromachined 

monolithic electrostatic actuator for adjusting FH. However, such an actuator was susceptible 

to particle contamination due to the complex structure of the multiple parallel plates and the 

electrostatic attraction force. The concept of adjusting the transducer FH by the thermal 

expansion of materials was first demonstrated by Meyer et al. [14], in which a resistance 

heating element (heater) was mounted to the slider body near the read/write element. When a 

current is applied through the heater a portion of the head protrudes due to the mismatch of 

the coefficients of thermal expansion of the various materials. Such protrusion reduces the 

FH. Juang et al. [15] found that even though the protruded area was relatively small, there 

was still considerable air bearing coupling with the resulting actuation efficiency of only 63 

%. The authors further designed an ABS for such sliders with much higher actuation 

efficiency [16], which suggested that the ABS played a key role in reducing the air bearing 

coupling. Another approach that can potentially exhibit high actuation bandwidth, low 

power-consumption, and less air bearing coupling is to utilize piezoelectrically actuated 

unimorph cantilever sliders. Yeack-Scranton et al. [9] proposed an active slider for contact 

recording, where a piezoelectric material was inserted in a channel that ran across the full 

width of the slider at its top rear. They experimentally demonstrated movement of the 

read/write element from ~ 200 nm to contact, but the proposed structure of piezoelectric 
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actuator was difficult to implement in the smaller currently used pico- or femto-sized sliders 

and the effect of the air bearing was not discussed.  Juang et al. [10] numerically and 

experimentally studied an Al2O3-TiC slider with a unimorph piezoelectric cantilever. They 

used a conventional ABS and found that the actuation efficiency was very low due to the 

highly pressurized central trailing pad. Several papers, such as Kurita et al. [2], [3], Tagawa 

et al. [5], Suzuki et al. [4], and Su et al. [6], have presented active sliders made of silicon 

with piezoelectric unimorph cantilevers. The slider structure was simpler and could be 

fabricated by silicon microfabrication technology. An ABS design with less air bearing 

coupling effect was also proposed, which was achieved by a small central trailing pad. The 

increase of aerodynamic lift force caused by the bending of the cantilever was minimized 

such that the flying attitude of the slider body was hardly changed during the head actuation. 

However, the use of silicon as the slider material makes it difficult to integrate with current 

fabrication technology. Also, the two slots that defined the cantilever significantly reduced 

the amplitude of the negative pressure of their subambient ABS sliders and the negative 

pressure is known to be a key attribute for high performance sliders. Since such sliders have 

several merit features over other FH control schemes, it is important to study and design an 

ABS for such sliders with high negative pressure and other required characteristics.  

In this report, we present a novel ABS design for FH control sliders with a 

piezoelectric unimorph nanoactuator, which can achieve high actuation efficiency (or little 

air bearing coupling), high negative pressure, high air bearing stiffness, and damping. 

Numerical studies of the static and dynamic performances, including flying attitude, 

actuation efficiency, nanoscale adhesion forces, track-seeking motion, dynamic load/unload 
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and FHM, are carried out and discussed. The results are also compared with conventional 

ABS designs.   

2. DESIGN CONCEPT 

In order to actively control the gap FH, we consider an active slider with piezoelectric 

nanoactuator as shown in Fig. 1. The FH is about 10 nm in the off duty cycle (passive mode) 

and is reduced to ~2 nm during reading and writing (active mode) by applying a voltage to 

the central piece of piezoelectric material. The actuation stroke is a function of the applied 

voltage, the air bearing force generated by the central trailing pad, the actuator geometry and 

materials [7], [8]. Such reduction of FH of several nanometers is expected to permit the 

increase in the areal density from less than 100 Gbit/in2 to 1 Tbit/in2. The proposed ABS 

design, called Scorpion IV, is illustrated in Fig. 2 (a). It has four levels of etching steps. The 

recessed areas with 1.7 µm and 600 nm etch depths create a subambient pressure zone and a 

negative pressure distribution (suction force), “pulling” the slider towards the disk surface. 

The two side trailing pads generate a positive pressure distribution (lift force), “pushing” the 

slider away from the disk surface (Fig. 2 (b)). Those negative and positive pressure 

distributions balance with the applied gram-load and together determine the flying attitude, 

such as FH, pitch and roll, and other important characteristics, including air bearing stiffness 

and damping. The read/write element is located near the center of the trailing pad of the 

slider body. The targeted gap FH (without actuation) is 10 nm at a disk velocity of 15000 

rpm. Scorpion IV was designed to achieve high actuation efficiency (low air bearing 

coupling) and to meet the following requirements: (1) constant FH profile from the inner 

diameter (ID) to the outer diameter (OD) with skews, (2) high roll stiffness and damping, (3) 

reduced effect of nanoscale adhesion forces in the HDI, (4) less FH changes during track-
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seeking motions, (5) better dynamic load/unload performance, and (6) comparable FHM. The 

features of Scorpion IV include the two slots defining the cantilever, the microtrailing pad, 

the cavity walls enclosing half of the two 600-nm side etch levels, and the stripes on the two 

leading pads. The slider is primarily supported by the positive force generated by the two 

side-trailing pads as seen in Fig. 2 (b). The two slots allow the cantilever to move upwards or 

downwards, i. e., to adjust the FH. The reduced area of the microtrailing pad effectively 

minimizes the air bearing coupling effect and the nanoscale adhesion forces, such as 

electrostatic and intermolecular forces. The cavity walls hold the negative pressure without it 

leaking to the slots and hence increase the stiffness. The multiple stripes create pressure 

gradients and increase the air film damping [23]. A conventional ABS, Slider A, is used for 

comparison (Fig. 3). Those results are shown and discussed in the following sections. 

3. STATIC ANALYSIS 

3.1 Flying Attitude and Actuation Efficiency 

Numerical simulations were performed using the CML Static Air Bearing Simulator, 

which solved the generalized Reynolds equations and determined the steady-state flying 

attitude, including FH, pitch, and roll. The disk radius/skew range is 17.87 mm/-15.62° to 

29.89 mm/7.22° with a disk velocity of 15000 rpm. The simulation conditions and air 

bearing specifications are summarized in Table III. In Fig. 4 and 5 it is seen that a nearly 

uniform 10-nm FH is achieved with minimal loss at high altitude (4500 m) and a roll angle 

less than –3 µrad over the disk. A relatively high negative (suction) force is also preserved, 

which is needed to maintain high stiffness and low sensitivity to ambient pressure change.  
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Fig. 6 shows the simulated FH as a function of actuation stroke. Due to the small area 

of the central trailing pad and the support of the two side trailing pads, the actuation is not 

coupled with the air bearing pressure and a high actuation efficiency (= FH reduction/stroke) 

of 98.75 % is achieved. It is seen that the reduction of gap FH is virtually proportional to the 

stroke and the FH of the rest of the slider is nearly unchanged. A small increase of air bearing 

pressure is observed when the slider has an 8-nm actuation stroke (Fig. 7). 

3.2 Stiffness and Damping of the Air Bearing 

The air bearing stiffness and damping of a particular slider design are primarily 

determined by the geometry of the air bearing surface. It has been shown that high stiffness 

and damping are desired for a reliable and stable HDI. Modal analysis and the system 

identification method were used to calculate the frequency responses and obtain the modal 

parameters, such as modal stiffness, damping ratios and nodal lines, of the air bearing slider 

[23]. Fig. 8 shows the frequency responses of Scorpion IV and Slider A. It is seen that Slider 

A exhibits a typical three-peak curve, corresponding to the first pitch, second pitch and roll 

modes. It is noted that Scorpion IV shows only one peak, which clearly indicates that the 

damping ratios for the other two modes are very large. Comparisons of the modal 

frequencies, stiffness and damping ratios with published data in [24], [25] are shown in Fig.9 

and Table IV. Among the four ABS designs, Scorpion IV shows a remarkable increase of 52 

%, 506 %, and 237 % in damping ratios over the second most highly-damped ABS II for the 

first pitch, second pitch, and roll modes, respectively (Fig. 9). As listed in Table IV, Scorpion 

IV exhibits 694 % increase in the roll stiffness over Slider A but it shows 24 % and 28 % 

decrease of the first and second pitch stiffnesses, respectively. It will be demonstrated in the 

Dynamic Analysis section that the dynamical performance of Scorpion IV is greatly 
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enhanced, which is primarily attributed to the significant increase of the roll stiffness and 

damping.  

3.3 Nanoscale Adhesion Forces 

Nanoscale adhesion forces, such as electrostatic and intermolecular forces, can cause 

dynamical instability in the HDI of ultralow flying sliders [26]. Even though those forces 

cannot be completely attenuated, their effect can be reduced by simply decreasing the 

effective slider area within proximity of the disk. For a FH control slider, this reduction in 

area is achieved by flying at a higher FH and bending the microsized central trailing pad 

close to the disk. Numerical simulations were performed to investigate the effect of such 

forces on the flying attitude of Scorpion IV. Fig. 10 shows the minimum FH as a function of 

electrostatic potential between the slider and the disk for three different ABS designs, where 

the 5-nm minimum FH of Scorpion IV at zero voltage is obtained with a 4-nm actuation 

stroke. It is seen that the breakdown voltage of Scorpion IV (with 108 µrad pitch) is 27 % 

and 43 % higher than the high-pitch slider (245 µrad) and low-pitch slider (190 µrad), 

respectively. Similarly, in comparing the intermolecular force, Scorpion IV exhibited 24−28 

% decrease within the 2−4 nm FH region as shown in Fig. 11.  

4. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 

The air bearing film and slider body form a complex coupled nonlinear dynamic 

system. The CML Dynamic Air Bearing Simulator is used to solve the generalized Reynolds 

equations coupled with the dynamics of the slider body and a lumped parameter suspension, 

where the suspension is represented by flexure stiffness and damping coefficients. By using 

the simulator, we can obtain dynamic responses of a slider subject to various dynamic inputs, 
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including the flying characteristics during track-seeking motion and FHM over measured 

disk morphology. The CML Load/Unload & Shock Simulator, developed by Bhargava and 

Bogy [27], is used to simulate complex dynamic responses of a slider in the load/unload 

process and under operational shock. This simulator is based on the Dynamic Simulator and 

uses more sophisticated finite-element models for the suspension and disk. 

4.1 Flying Characteristics during Track-seeking Motion 

Track-seeking is the process for a slider to move from one track to another. During 

this process, the FH changes as a result of the skew angle and the relative disk velocity, as 

well as the inertia force due to the slider’s acceleration or deceleration in the cross track 

direction. Track access time is one of the important hard drive performance indices. 

Increasing the seek acceleration can reduce the access time. However, it also leads to larger 

inertial effects and adversely increases FH drops.  Fig. 12 shows the track-seeking profile 

used in this study. The maximum acceleration is 65 G and it takes 11 ms for seeking from the 

ID to the OD or vice versa. The effective skew angle is the angle between the slider’s 

longitudinal direction and the relative disk velocity (or air flow velocity) which is the 

resultant vector of the disk track linear velocity and the slider’s seek velocity. The FH 

changes of Slider A and Scorpion IV during the seek motion are shown in Fig. 13. It is seen 

that Scorpion IV exhibits a remarkable flat FH during the entire seek profile with a maximum 

FH difference of about 0.2 nm near the OD, as compared with the 0.75-nm FH difference of 

Slider A near the MD. Since Scorpion IV has an ultrahigh roll stiffness, its sensitivity to the 

skew angle change is significantly reduced, hence, resulting in a more uniform FH profile.   
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4.2 Dynamic Load/Unload Performance 

Dynamic load/unload (L/UL) has been widely used in recent hard disk drives for 

achieving better shock resistance, lower power consumption as well as lower wear and 

debris. Previous research showed that the ABS design significantly affects the L/UL 

performance [28], [29]. The main design objectives of L/UL are no slider-disk contact during 

the entire L/UL and a smooth and short unloading process. Challenges exist in both the 

loading and unloading processes. During the loading process, sliders may hit the disk 

especially at high loading velocities. In the unloading process, the air bearing positive 

pressure quickly responds to changes in FH and pitch, while the negative pressure generated 

by subambient cavities is relatively resistant to change. This results in a negative net force, 

which in turn causes slider-disk contact. The negative pressure therefore plays a key role in 

the L/UL processes. While the likelihood of contact can be decreased or eliminated by 

reducing the negative force, this force is beneficial to maintain high stiffness and low fly 

sensitivity. Another potential solution is to use a slider with burnished or rounded corners 

[30]. However, this additional corner rounding can cause sensitivity of the FH to tolerances 

associated with the manufacturing process. Another solution is to design an ABS with high 

roll stiffness so that it can avoid the undesirable roll motion during unloading. It has been 

shown in the previous section that Scorpion IV has much higher roll stiffness compared to 

other conventional ABS designs. The CML L/UL & Shock Simulator was used to investigate 

the L/UL of Scorpion IV with a finite element model for the suspension (Fig. 14). The 

simulator models actuator rotation over a prescribed ramp profile. The unloading process 

takes place at the OD (29.89 mm, 7.22o) and 15000 rpm. The displacements and the 

minimum clearances during unloading at 50 mm/s and 150 mm/s are shown in Fig. 15 (a). 
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The minimum clearance drops due to the unloading process are illustrated in Fig. 15 (b). It is 

seen that the minimum clearance drops merely 0.3 nm even at a high velocity (Fig. 16). Fig. 

17 shows the air bearing forces during unload. The lift-off forces are -0.74 and -0.79 gf at 50 

mm/s and 150 mm/s, respectively. The displacement, minimum clearance and air bearing 

forces during the loading process are shown in Fig. 18. Similarly, there is no contact 

observed in the process. 

4.3 Flying Height Modulation 

In order to quantitatively compare the FHM of the ABS designs, we measured the 

topography of a current “super-smooth” disk surface by laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV) and 

used it as external excitation in the simulations. Fig. 19 shows the measured disk morphology 

used in the simulations at three radial positions. The peak-to-peak and standard deviation (σ) 

of the disk roughness are 1.76 and 0.31 nm, respectively. Fig. 20 shows the comparison of 

the FHMs of Scorpion IV and Slider A. The quantitative results are summarized in Table V, 

which includes peak-to-peak and standard deviation. The maximum peak-to-peak FHMs of 

Scorpion IV and Slider A are found to be 0.36 nm (at the ID) and 0.47 nm (at the OD), 

respectively. Scorpion IV exhibits a lower ratio of the maximum to minimum peak-to-peak 

value than Slider A. In cross-comparing ABS designs at different radial positions, Scorpion 

IV is found to have 35−47 % less FHM than Slider A at the MD and the OD but has 100 % 

more FHM at the ID.  The higher FHM of Scorpion IV at the ID is due to the relatively 

higher skew (-15.62°) and the minute positive pressure under the central trailing pad. Such 

FHM can be further suppressed by the dynamic feedback controller proposed by Juang and 

Bogy [7], [8]. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

This report proposes a novel ABS design, Scorpion IV, for a FH control slider with a 

piezoelectric nanoactuator, where the gap FH can be adjusted by applying an electrical 

voltage to the central piece of the piezoelectric material attached to the backside of the slider. 

It was found that Scorpion IV exhibits virtually 100 percent actuation efficiency (or little air 

bearing coupling), which indicates that the gap FH can be efficiently reduced by the actuator. 

A uniform FH and near-zero roll angle were achieved across the disk. The FH loss at a high 

altitude (4500 m) was found to be ~30%, which can be readily compensated by the actuator 

with a pressure sensor. Scorpion IV showed a remarkable increase in damping ratios and roll 

stiffness compared to several conventional designs, which was beneficial to a better track-

seeking and L/UL processes. The FH drop was reduced to ~0.2 nm during the track-seeking 

motion. Even though the Scorpion IV has a considerable high negative force (-3.1 gf), the 

minimum clearance dropped merely 0.3 nm even at a high unloading velocity. The peak-to-

peak FHM of Scorpion IV simulated with a measured disk topography was found to be 

0.17−0.36 nm. The higher value at the ID was due to the relative higher skew (-15.62o) and 

the minute positive pressure under the central trailing pad. Furthermore, the nanoscale 

adhesion forces, such as electrostatic and intermolecular forces, were found to be much less 

compared to conventional designs due to the fact that the FH control slider flies relatively 

higher with the miniature microtrailing pad in the close proximity of the disk surface.  
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CHALLENGES OF ULTRA-LOW FLYING SLI
CONTRO

Challenges 

FH drop due to altitudes 

FH drop during seek motions 

Manufacturing tolerance (σ) 

Load/Unload process 

Operational shock 

FHM and nanoscale adhesion forces (such
as electrostatic and intermolecular forces)

 

TABLE I 
DERS AND POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS PROVIDED BY A 
LLED FH SLIDER 

Potential Solutions 

FH adjustment (with a pressure sensor) 

High roll stiffness 

FH adjustment 

- Retract the read/write element while 
loading/unloading 

- High roll stiffness and damping 

- Retract the read/write element during 
shocks (with a accelerometer) 

- High stiffness and damping 

 - Reduce those forces by reducing the area 
 

 of central trailing pads 
- FHM suppression by dynamic feedback 

control (with a feedback of readback 
signals) 
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COMPARISON OF FH ADJU

Principle of 
Actuation 

Actuation 
Mechanism 
Piezoelectricity Unimorph cantilever 

Piezoelectricity 

Piezoelectricity Change of 
Crow/Camber 

Thermal expansi

Thermal expansi

Thermal expansi

Thermal expansi

Relative 
displacement of 
read/write elements 

Electrostatic forc

Electrostatic forcForces in HDI 

Change of air flo
by ducts and valv

Suspension bending Piezoelectricity 

T
AIR BEARING SPECIFICATIONS A

Slider Size (mm): 1.245 ×1.000×0.300 
Crown: 9.3 nm 
Camber: -2 nm 
Suspension Load: 2.0 gf 
Disk RPM: 15000 
Radial Position (mm) 17.87 (ID)

Skew  (°) -15.62 -8

Pitch (µrad) 103.03 10

Roll (µrad) -2.07 -

Gap FH (nm) 9.77 1

Minimum FH (nm) 7.81

Negative Force (gf) -2.92 -

 

TABLE II 
STMENT/CONTROL SLIDERS [2]-[22] 

Air Bearing 
Coupling Authors 

No Kurita [2],[3]; Suzuki [4], 
Tagawa [5], Su [6], Juang 
[7],[8] 

Yes Yeack-Scranton [9], Juang [10] 

Yes Khanna [11], Zhang [12] 

on Yes Dietzel [13] 

on N/A Meyer [14] 

on Yes Juang [15] 

on No Juang [16] 

e N/A Chen [17] 

e Yes Song [18], Feng [19] 

w 
es 

Yes Albrecht [20] 

Yes Good [21], Liu [22] 

 

 
 

ABLE III 
ND FLYING ATTITUDES FOR SCORPION IV 

21 23.88 (MD) 27 29.89 (OD)

.197 -2.56 2.768 7.22

7.64 108.55 107.39 105.16

0.24 -0.32 -1.25 -2.58

0.01 10.05 10.13 10.33

8.69 8.70 8.45 8.18

3.02 -3.09 -3.17 -3.24
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T
COMPARISON OF AIR BEARING STIFF

SCORPION IV AND SLIDE

 Scorpion IV Slider A

Form factor pico p

Gap FH (nm) 10.05 10

Pitch (µrad) 109 

Roll (µrad)  -0.3 

kz (gf/nm) 0.182 0.

kp 
(µN.M/µrad) 

0.517 0.

kr 
(µN.M/µrad) 

0.246 0.

Negative 
force (gf) 

-3.1 

 
T

SIMULATIONS OF FHM WITH ACTUAL ME  

 Air Be

 Scorp
ID: Peak-to-Peak (nm) 

ID: σ (nm) 

MD: Peak-to-Peak (nm) 

MD: σ (nm) 

OD: Peak-to-Peak (nm) 

OD: σ (nm) 

Max. p-p/min. p-p 

Max. σ/min. σ 

 

ABLE V 
ASURED DISK TOPOGRAPHY FOR SCORPION IV AND
SLIDER A 

aring Design  

ion IV Slider A Scorpion IV/Slider A 
0.36 0.18 200 %

0.06 0.03 200 %

0.17 0.26 65.38 %

0.02 0.04 50.00 %

0.23 0.47 48.94 %

0.03 0.07 42.86 %

212 % 261 %

300 % 233 %
ABLE IV 
NESS OF VARIOUS ABS DESIGNS. THE DATA OF 
R A WERE EVALUATED AT THE MD 

 Multi-Level 
Cavity [25] 

Single-
Level 
Cavity [25] 

ABS I [24] 

ico pico pico pico

.65 10.23 10.25 4.80

126 230 229 214

-1.4 0.5 -0.7 0.8

239 0.164 0.090 0.178

715 0.49 0.200 0.537

031 N/A N/A 0.059

-4.0 -3.9 -2.8 -3.1
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Fig. 1. Two operational modes of a FH control slider with piezoelectric actuation. (a) passive 
mode; (b) active mode. 
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(a) 

 
 

(b) 
 

Fig. 2. (a) Air bearing surface design, Scorpion IV; (b) Air bearing pressure profile at the 
MD (radial position 23.88 mm, skew: -2.56°). The scale displayed is normalized to ambient 
pressure: (p - pa)/pa. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 3. (a) A conventional pico-slider ABS, Slider A, used for comparison; (b) Air bearing 
pressure profile at radial position 23.88 mm. The scale displayed is normalized to ambient 
pressure: (p - pa)/pa. 
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Fig. 4. Simulation of gap FH and minimum FH profiles of Scorpion IV at sea level, 0 m, and 
high altitude, 4500 m. 
 

 

Fig. 5. Simulation of pitch and roll profiles of Scorpion IV at sea level, 0 m. 
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Fig. 6. Simulated FHs at the read/write transducer and one point on one of the side ABS rails. 
The radial position is at the MD. 

 

      

(a)           (b) 

Fig. 7. Air pressure distributions before (a) and after (b) a 8-nm actuation stroke.  
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Fig. 8. Frequency responses of the air bearings of Scorpion IV and Slider A. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 9. Comparison of modal frequencies and damping ratios of various ABS designs. The 
data of Scorpion IV and Slider A were evaluated at the MD. The data of ABS I and ABS II 
were obtained from [24]. 
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Fig. 10. The drop of minimum FH caused by the electrostatic potential across the HDI. The 
actuation stroke of Scorpion IV is 4 nm. The pitch of Scorpion IV is 108 µrad at zero 
voltage. The results of the high-pitch slider (245 µrad) and low-pitch slider (190 µrad) are 
from [26].  
 
 

 
Fig. 11. Comparison of magnitudes of intermolecular adhesion forces of Scorpion IV and 
Slider A as a function of minimum FH. The FH of Scorpion IV was reduced by actuating the 
central trailing pad toward the disk and the obtained flying attitudes (min. FH, pitch, and roll) 
were then used to calculate the intermolecular forces of Slider A. 
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(a)      (b) 

 

  
(c)      (d) 

Fig. 12. Track-seeking profiles. The maximum acceleration is 65 G. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 13. Gap FH changes due to the seek motion for (a) Slider A (with a maximum difference 
of ~0.75 nm near the MD) and (b) Scorpion IV (with a maximum difference of ~0.2 nm near 
the OD). 
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Fig. 14. Suspension model used in the dynamic load/unload simulation [27]. 
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 (a) 

 

 (b) 

Fig. 15. Comparison of the displacement and minimum clearance histories during the 
unloading processes with two unloading velocities, 50 mm/s and 150 mm/s, at the OD (7.22° 
skew) and 15000 rpm. 
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Fig. 16. The minimum clearances during the unloading process as a function of unloading 
velocity. 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Fig. 17. Air bearing force histories during unloading processes at the OD. (a) unloading 
velocity: 50 mm/s; (b) 150 mm/s. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 18. Displacement, minimum clearance and force histories during loading at the OD with 
50 mm/s loading velocity and 15000 rpm disk velocity. 
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Fig. 19. Measured disk morphology used in the simulation at three radial positions, ID, MD, 
and OD. The peak-to-peak and standard deviation of the disk roughness are 1.76 nm and 0.31 
nm, respectively. 
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Fig. 20. Comparison of FHMs of Scorpion IV and Slider A at three radial positions, ID, MD, 
and OD with skews -15.62°, -2.56°, and 7.22°, respectively. 
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